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This book is an illuminating manual for identifying negative energies living in your home or

other spaces and increasing your understanding of their destructive intentions and

behavior.Author Peace Mother Geeta Sacred Song provides guidance based on the Shamanic

Training that She received from Her Teacher, Mayan Shaman Don Jacinto Tzab Chac, as well

as the multitude of beings, places and cases She has dealt with during decades of Shamanic

Soul Retrieval work.When you see a footprint it indicates that someone or something was

present in that particular place. Footprints are a nonverbal symbol indicating “I was here.” Yet

very, very few people know how to identify the “footprints” of negative forces in their dwelling

space, and without this critical knowledge, they deny the signs indicating the presence of

negative energy.There exists an array of signs in your living and working environment which

act as the footprints of negative energy. In this eye-opening book, Peace Mother shares

experiences and guidance of the various signs indicative of negative energies in your home,

elucidating what each one reveals. You will learn about signs ranging from foul smells to pets’

behavior, from psychic serpents to seeing shadows, and many more.Peace Mother imparts

impeccable training in an Ancient Sacred Science which you can draw upon to recognize the

movements of dark energies that must be evicted from your abode.Encountering such

thorough and liberating Wisdom from someone who is an EnLightened Guru and Peace

Shaman is extremely rare. The Holy Mother has not only enhanced the lives of people around

the world but has also used this wisdom to save many lives. Now, with the Sacred Knowledge

contained in this book, Peace Mother makes available to you the same opportunity to uplift and

save lives. With this superb blueprint for detecting dark forces that hinder your Highest Good,

you can avert dangers and alleviate suffering!Do you wish to amplify the Light in your home

and every area of your Life? You have crossed paths with this book because your Soul knows

you will benefit vastly from the insights it provides. Your Higher-Self is urging you to take vital

steps to reclaim your living spaces, so you and your dear ones can break free of tormenting

energies that block your Highest Destiny.
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LIGHTThroughout this book, many words are written in a special way. You may notice spellings

such as “All Ways”, “EmPowerment”, “EnLightenment”, “EnCouragement”, and “Beauty-full”.

These are not errors. Peace Mother Geeta Sacred Song chooses to communicate using a

Language of Light, with words and energy consciously chosen to bring forth the EnLightened

Awareness and Wisdom within. The Divine purpose behind the Holy Mother’s unique spelling is

to birth a new language, a Language of Light, which is based on awakened understanding

instead of societal rules. Being an independent Soul, the Holy Mother believes in spelling

words according to the greater meaning She is imparting.Peace Mother inspires each of us to

align with our Spirit Team and to follow Their Divine Guidance on how to embody our inspired

creativity and spirituality. To support our Freedom from rigid rules, the Holy Mother urges each

of us to communicate in our own unique, EmPowered way, knowing it is an excellent way to

loosen the chains that enslave our minds to the hypnotic trance of preconditioning by

society.Furthermore, special spelling can transmit new levels of understanding and awareness,

even if on a subconscious level. Words carry within their letters the secrets of their fuller

meaning. Each word has a Life of its own and emits its own energetic vibration. Each particle of

our language is a mystical composition of sound, which, through the intention of a Spiritual

Master, can heal, reveal and EnLighten. For those who are open to receiving them, words from

a Shaktipat Master can accelerate Spiritual Awakening (sometimes referred to as Kundalini

Awakening) and bestow timeless Sacred Truths and Universal Wisdom.We invite you to read

this book with fresh eyes and an open heart. By so doing, you will receive all the Blessings

contained within.ABOUT THE AUTHORPeace Mother Geeta Sacred Song is recognized as an

EnLightened Master and Divine Mother embodiment. Trained in Mayan Soul Retrieval and

Sacred Sound Healing, the Holy Mother is an International Peace Shaman and Shaktipat

Guru. As a Divine Fountain of Grace and Blessings, Peace Mother radiates the Light Force

known as Shakti to activate the Light in all beings. Divinely donated to Humanity as a Holy

Vessel for the expansion of Peace, Healing and EnLightenment, the Holy Mother raises the

vibration of all beings, spaces and places, through Her thunderous Prayer Songs, Sacred

Ceremonies and Wisdom Teachings.Peace Mother was born in a village in Mexico to parents

from the states of Michoacan and Jalisco. She was trained as a Shaman since childhood by

Her Spirit Guides and further refined as a Divine Fountain of Grace by living Teachers from

both India’s Vedic traditions and Mexico’s Mayan Shamanic Path.Before becoming an



apprentice to Mayan Shaman Don Jacinto Tzab Chac, the Holy Mother immersed Herself in

the Sacred Mantras of India. With the Blessings bestowed by Her Gurus’ Grace, Peace Mother

mastered the healing power of Sacred Sound to the highest degree and became a Shaktipat

Master. She credits Her beloved Gurus and Mayan Lineage of Shamans for the Divine Healing

Power that flows through Her.To increase global Harmony and awaken Peace, Healing and

EnLightenment within all beings, Her Holiness has founded the nonprofit organization, A

Center For Peace and Healing. To accelerate all beings towards Spiritual Mastery, She has

also created the Impeccable Warrior of Light series Shamanic Training and Tools. All of Peace

Mother’s Shamanic Tools, Peace projects, and Training create a Light Activation which places

you on the fast track to your Brightest Destiny.To advance and illuminate your Spiritual Journey,

the Holy Mother has recorded many albums of Sacred Mantras, songs and meditations that

EmPower you to live as an Impeccable Warrior of Light. Her books, music albums, courses,

and other Impeccable Warrior of Light Training Tools are infused with a Sacred frequency that

mystically uplifts you to a stronger connection with your Angels, Spirit Guides, and Divine

Protectors.Conducting Peace Ceremonies and Prayers with Spiritual Leaders and groups from

diverse traditions, Peace Mother upholds the Teaching that all genuine Paths lead to the inner

Sacred Temple of the Heart. Her message to Humanity is that it is possible to co-create Peace

and solve the problems of the world by working together in mutual Respect and Harmonic

Unity. She reminds us that to totally eradicate the discord of the world, we must first dissolve

our own darkness by healing our Soul’s fragmentation. The Holy Mother invites each of us to

transform personal and global suffering by singing and dancing our Prayers as Impeccable

Warriors of Light: with Self Love, Joy, and impeccable Devotion to the Light!You will find that

Peace Mother’s liberating perspectives are contagious… May you fully experience every layer

of uplifting Grace bestowed by Peace Mother’s Wisdom Teachings and apply the Sacred

Knowledge with Faith and Dedication, to create your Greatest Luminous Destiny!In Loving

Service,The IWOL Global Peace Teaminfo@iwolight.orgIMPORTANT NOTE TO THE

READERKnowledge finds you at the precise moment it’s supposed to. The Wisdom Teachings

bestowed in this book are of a unique quality and tone, based on all kinds of experiences I

have had in my Life. The purpose of this book is to open your eyes to the Light Forces that

walk with you and the dark energies that exist as well. The Good and the malevolent forces that

live in the invisible world have always been around you. They have been influencing your state

of being throughout this re-incarnation and in other Lifetimes. In this Lifetime and perhaps in

others, although you subconsciously registered the invisible world’s interaction with you, you

may have blocked conscious acknowledgement of how Light and dark energies were affecting

you.It is not just information that is being imparted to you in this book; it is Luminous Soul

Support for the very essence of your being. You incarnated on Mother Earth to travel the

Spiritual Path as a HEROIC BEING, yet you cannot do that success-fully without embracing

your Sacred Duty to protect the Light in every area of your Life. To do this, you must become

knowledgeable as to how both Light and dark energies affect you, others, the Mother Planet

and the Cosmos.Once you become more aware of the presence of negative energies, you

automatically become more sensitized to them, and it may feel a bit uncomfortable at first. As

you awaken to the reality that there are energies existing side by side with you, remain steady

in the recognition that KNOWLEDGE EMPOWERS FREEDOM. Do not allow dis-comfort to dis-

tract you from your mission to take back your Divine Power through increased awareness of

the invisible world. Contact with these Golden Teachings will augment comprehension and

Mastery of every aspect of your Life. By being willing to see all that is around you, you have a

greater advantage in wisely steering the flow of your Life and dealing with various events that



occur on your Life’s Path.Impeccable Warrior of Light Wisdom will provide you with the

necessary tools to take charge and transform challenges that pose obstacles or dangers on

your Path. This state of preparation will enable you to recognize the lessons being offered to

you, minimize the hardship and maximize any spiritual/material rewards available to you.If you

feel overwhelmed at any point by what you are learning, remind your Self that this is the case

with any new material you are exposed to. The more you digest and study the Teachings, the

more familiar you will become with how to apply them to your daily Life. With regular practice,

you, too, will be able to confidently maneuver through interactions with the invisible world,

feeling fully supported by the Grace you have firmly connected with.To illustrate, consider the

arena of hygiene. If you do not thoroughly learn about the dangers that bacteria and parasites

pose to you, then you are not able to recognize the threats around you until you or someone

dear to you becomes ill. When you research the world of germs, you suddenly become aware

of the incalculable number of invisible, deadly elements in your environment that are actively

posing a threat to you at every moment. Upon realizing that harm-full germs are everywhere,

your first reaction might be to lock yourself up in a bubble and never come out. Then, however,

you would realize that you can never totally escape these Life forms, since they are part of our

existence on Planet Earth. With this realization, you choose to accept germs as a part of Life

and deal with them wisely by taking conscious actions to protect your Self in their midst.As you

expand your awareness of any of Life’s dangers, at each step you are presented with a choice:

remain frozen with fear and become neurotic, or take steps to limit the hazards any potential

invaders pose. In the cases of both hygiene and Spiritual Protection, it is wise to realize that

you have many tools available to you for dealing with the invisible parasites. Armed with

knowledge and confidence, you can take steps to minimize any dangers and maximize your

defense system.The point of this comparison is that a wise person does not allow information

about lurking dangers to stifle the enJoyment of Life. Instead of becoming consumed with

anxiety, the wise being will incorporate any data discovered and continue to research more

ways to counter hazardous conditions. Through this approach, we are able to live in a healthier

way. As we expand our perceptions of each experience, we grow in understanding and

Wisdom. When practiced, all that you learn from the Impeccable Warrior of Light Teachings will

EmPower you to live your Life more vibrantly.
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